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ABSTRACT 
The provinces of Piura and Tumbes located at the northern border of Peru with Ecuador and the Pacific 
Ocean, all time structurally active region as the Nazca Plate submerges into the South American Plate 
conforming scenarios for forearc basins development starting in the Cretaceous. The Talara and Tumbes 
basins are known worldwide with 150 years of oilfield history where the first well in South America spudded in 
1863 at Zorritos, then by 1920 nearly 1000 wells had been drilled on both basins. 

The biggest in all counts is the Talara basin where forearc siliciclastic sedimentation started late Cretaceous 
over Pennsylvanian metamorphic rocks, and then the thickest and more prolific Eocene sediments completed 
the sequence occupying an area up to 28,000 km2 both onshore and offshore. Then the whole province is 
covered by Quaternary deposits with the name of Tablazos.  

The northerner and younger Tumbes basin which continues into the Progresso basin in Ecuador with primarily 
Miocene sediments which thickness up to 7100 metres onshore and 6200 m offshore were deposited in a 30 
million years’ time period. There is a high hydrocarbon potential in many undrilled prospects and objectives of 
the largely unexplored Tumbes Basin, primarily offshore. 

Outside of petroleum industry are the other two forearc basins of the region. The Sechura basin with its 
remarkable Miocene phosphates at Bayovar being exploited through an open-pit mine. Finally, The Lancones 
basin containing arc-related felsic and mafic volcanic rocks which makes it an excellent target for exploration of 
volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) deposits as the massive Cu-Zn-Au-Ag concentrations at Tambogrande 
from the Cretaceous. 

This territory is a very rich region with lots of natural resources, history and culture. First land where the 
Spaniards conquered Peru, founding Piura as the first city in South America. Westernmost point of the 
continent at Punta Balcones. At Cabo Blanco the cold Humboldt Current, with its rich plankton Pacific Ocean 
waters, deflects west as northern warm current occupies the area with many beautiful beaches, world famous 
surfing, major Merlin fishing, and where perhaps comes the best ceviche in the world. 
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